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WELCOME 

From Belfast and Derry, to DRIMNAGH, and 

DonnYCARNEY in Dublin – IRISH HARDCORE IS ALIVE 

AND WELL. WHAT BRINGS US ALL TOGETHER ARE THE 

SHOWS PUT ON BY IRISH COLLECTIVES LIKE SIDE-By-

SIDE, AND OF COURSE, LARGE SCALE EVENTS SUCH AS 

IEPER WHERE WE GET TO MEET LIKE MINDED PEOPLE 

FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

 

WE HOPE THAT WITH THIS little ZINE WE CAN GIVE 

YOU AN INSIGHT INTO WHAT’s HAPPENING WITHIN THE 

IRISH HARDCORE COMMUNITY. FOR MORE INFO (LISTINGS 

ETC.), BE SURE TO CHECK OUT THE RISH HARDCORE FA-

CEBOOK PAGE: FACEBOOK.COM/irishhardcore. 

 

LISTEN TO the bands, book a flight to Dublin, 

catch a show in fibbers and drink a few bottles 

of buckfast. 



Obstacle are a new Dublin 

based 4-piece hardcore punk 

band from Cork / Dublin / Don-

egal who have been writing 

material together since Febru-

ary 2014, with members who 

have all been playing in  

bands in the local Irish hard-

 

By Shaun Cadogan See: http://harbouredhc.bandcamp.com/ 

Influenced by bands such as No 

Turning Back, Comeback Kid and Ter-

ror, Cork band Harboured were 

formed in 2012. They released their 

debut EP 'For The Hearts Still Beat-

ing' in Sept 2012' and are currently 

working on a new release 'Tooth & 

Nail'. New members has brought a 

slight change in musical direction 

for the band but will still be pre-

dominantly based around straight-up, 

no bullshit hardcore.  

 By Karl Lomard See: http://obstaclehc.bandcamp.com/ 

-core scene for a few years now. Aidan (CROWS, 

SHIT FIT) plays drums; Shaun from Cork hardcore 

band HARBOURED plays guitar, Karl (HOLLOW TRUTH, 

FINAL STRAW) doing vocals and Jim (FINAL STRAW) 

on bass. We play a blend of fast hardcore /

powerviolence influenced loosely by the likes 

of Ceremony/Hungry Lungs/Converge/Punch/Cerce. I 

n June we finished our material and went into 

the studio to record our debut self-titled 8-

track EP in Temple Bar, Dublin with the bands 

own Shaun Cadogan handling recording, mixing and 

mastering duties. The release is also available 

for free download at our Bandcamp page. 

Thereis also a limited run of tapes due out for 

release soon via Dead End Records.   



The guys in Nibiru started in 2011, and 

play a type grunge influenced hardcore 

that fans of bands like Life of Agony, 

Only Living Witness and Alice in Chains 

would definitely buzz off. The release 

of their first two track demo 

"Earthbreeder" which was released 

through Holy Roar Records/Worship Rec-

ords came in the same year.  

This was followed by their second re-

cording, "The Reinvention of Man", which 

was a single 9 minute song recorded in 

2012. 

Their latest release is the "Oxegen 

Eater" EP, which is a 3 track offering 

released on 7" vinyl through the UK's 

Carry The Weight Records at the end 

of 2013. IT’s definitely one to go and 

listen to right now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With talk of a full length LP  being 

released in the near future and a Eu-

ropean and UK tour with Frustration in 

September, there'll be plenty more 

stuff happening in the Nibiru camp over 

the coming months to keep and eye on. 

Frustration play a style of really 

heavy hardcore which is totally badass 

whilst maintaining shit load of groove. 

The band released their first EP in 2009, 

which was followed in the same year by 

their second release, “Endless Winter”, 

and later a three track demo in 2010.  

Their debut LP, “Dying Breed”, was re-

leased through Purgatory Records in 

early 2012 and it fucking rules. There 

isn't one bad song on the record.  

With European and US tours alongside 

other great bands in the international 

hardcore scene such as Twitching 

Tongues and Ill Intent, and playing 

home support to the likes of Hate-

breed, Biohazard, and even Parkway 

Drive, the lads are at the top of da 

game in hardcore, not only in Dublin, 

but Ireland as well. They will be self-

releasing a new EP which will be coming 

out on 7” as well as a full European 

tour with Nibiru later this year, so 

take a look at the poster and make 

sure you catch them on one of the 

dates. 

See: http://frustration.bandcamp.com/ See: http://planetnibiru.bandcamp.com/ 



 

Comin' straight out of the filthy 

underbelly of Belfast, Spittin' 

Teeth are a hardcore punk/

powerviolence band who play 

dirtbag music for dirtbags.  

Formed somewhere in 2013 by 

members of various Belfast met-

al and punk outfits, we combined 

our love of hardcore, grind and 

crust to come up wth something 

fast as fuck, hard and dirty.  

WE Started playing as many 

shows around Ireland as we 

could almost straight away, fol-

lowed by recording our first 

demo tape "No Gods, No Masters, 

No Stems, No Seeds" in March this 

year- released  on irish hard-

core label Dead End Records. 

Spittin' Teeth are an erratic mix 

of grind, straight up hardcore 

punk with a few bits of crust 

and black metal thrown in for 

the fucking craic. Smoke weed 

and listen to us. 

 

BY DOM CORMICAN 

SEE: 

-http://spittinteethhc.bandcamp.com/ 

-https://www.facebook.com/

http://spittinteethhc.bandcamp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/spittinteethDIRT


Yo! We play hardcore/thrash metal crossover stuff influenced by bands we love 

from the likes of Suicidal Tendencies, Leeway and The Icemen etc, to Megadeth, An-

nihilator and Nuclear Assault. 

Been on the go for over a year now and have put out a couple of releases such 

as a demo, a 2 track EP and our first proper record "The Power to Endure" which 

came out on Powertrip Records there around April. 

Dublin Hardcore, and Irish Hardcore, has been cool as fuck this last year. The sce-

ne seems to have been given a bit of a new breath of life lately and it's class. 

So many varied and cool bands on the go. 

We're gonna put out a split with our UK mates Hardships soon which'll be out on 

tape followed by a new 7" called "The War Economy" on Powertrip Records, so keep 

an eye out for that. Gonna be doing a UK tour in August and a Euro tour in No-

vember playing with some sweet bands like Gone to Waste and Demonwomb, so come 

out to a show if you get a chance! 

Check us out and listen to our tunes if you get a chance, then download them all 

for free on our bandcamp. Cheers!  

By Ciarán nolan 

See: http://hollowtruthhc.bandcamp.com/   

     HTTP://FACEBOOK.COM/HOLLOWTRUTHHC 

 

 

http://hollowtruthhc.bandcamp.com/


EUROPEAN BANDS! DON'T HESITATE TO 

DROP US AN EMAIL 

AT SIDEBYSIDEIRE@GMAIL.COM  

IF YOU'D LIKE TO PLAY IRELAND AND HANG 

OUT! 

 

Facebook.com/sidebysideire 

Side By Side is a new hardcore collective that 

was started in Dublin by a couple of lads. We 

wanted to start putting on more local hard-

core shows because there was a bit of a lull 

in activity within the scene, and so we could 

all hang out and check out the local bands we 

love as well as try make a little bit of mon-

ey to go towards bringing touring hardcore 

bands over. 

So far, since our first show in May, all of the 

gigs have been a huge success and so much 

fun. We've been actively trying to find new 

hardcore bands from around the country and 

offer them shows here in Dublin along with 

putting on our friends bands, so we've been 

meeting new people and making new friends. 

We've also managed to bring over Fo-

cusedXMinds and Warhound, so it's been an all 

round positive thing! 

mailto:SIDEBYSIDEIRE@GMAIL.COM


By Eoin Kinch     

Vocalist 

Stronghold was born a nearly 2 years ago 

now through love of the music and a 

joint PASSION for cans. IN THE BEGINNING It 

was really seen as an escape FROM reali-

ty and the bullshit we were going 

through in school, We were angry and we 

wanted to be able to express our views 

on politics and the church.  

We reLEASED our ep "death sentence" this 

year through dead end records, thanks 

for nothing records and mind control rec-

ords, SPEAKING honestly, we couldn't be 

more proud of it. Nearly a years worth 

of hard work went into the seven tracks 

we wrote for IT.  

Through being in stronghold we've gotten 

to meet a whole lot of new friends, and 

play some great shows with some amazing 

bands, this has GENUINELY made me the 

happiest I've been in my whole life. 

Stronghold to me is more than  band, its 

family, and Family means everything.  

http://strongholddhc.bandcamp.com/  

Left To Die are a 4-piece Hardcore/

Powerviolence band from Dublin who 

have been playing together since May 

2014. Our members consist of Scooter on 

vocals, John on guitar, Ciaran on bass 

and Aaron on drums. We’ve recently 

played a small number of gigs to date, 

and in July 2014 we released our first 

demo but will hopefully have our first 

full EP recorded and released by the 

new year!  

By ciaran byrne — bass 

See: http://lefttodie1.bandcamp.com/releases 

http://strongholddhc.bandcamp.com/


 

Dead End Records is a DIY hardcore label based in Dublin 

that started just over a year ago.  

The label has put out releases for Irish bands like Hollow 

Truth, Spittin Teeth, Harboured and Stronghold, along with 

UK, US and European bands such as Beneath The Wheel (GER), 

Iron Chains (HUN), Sleep Lost (UK), An Unfinished Life (UK), 

and Extinction A.D. (US). 

The next releases lined up are tape releases for Final 

Straw's EP "A Grave Mistake" and the Obstacle self-titled 

EP, a joint release with Germany's Powertrip Records for 

the Hollow Truth/Hardships split, as well as 7" releases for 

No Excuse from Southampton (UK) and Cold Reality from Bu-

dapest (HUN). 

 

EUROPEAN BANDS! GET IN TOUCH AND SEND OVER YOUR RECORDS, 

WE'D LOVE TO CHECK THEM OUT AND MIGHT BE ABLE TO DO A RE-

LEASE WITH YOU. DEADENDRECORDS@GMAIL.COM 

Axecatcher are a band from Limavady in 

Northern Ireland doing shit the right 

way up there. They play melodic but 

hard hardcore that brings to mind 

bands like Comeback Kid, Trash Talk 

and Every Time I Die in equal measure. 

The lads formed in 2011 and put out 

their first single "The Odalisque" in 

July 2012. Later in 2013 they released 

their first EP, "Sparks & Spears" on Sa-

vour Your Scene Records from Belfast. 

In June 2013, Karson joined the band 

and the guys self released their sec-

ond EP "We Watch The Sun Burn" which 

is an absolute banger of a record, so 

definitely check it out. 

 

Word has it that the guys are working 

on releasing another EP soon enough, 

along with a music video, so make sure 

you keep an eye out for that! 

      See: http://axecatcher.bandcamp.com/ 

mailto:DEADENDRECORDS@GMAIL.COM




STRAIGHT EDGE MAN 

IN A CURVED EDGE 

The Irish. We don't really have a reputation 

for being great at a wide range of important 

things (financial regulation and political activ-

ism right off the top of my head...) but what 

we are great at, we're very fucking proud of. 

Thus, it's most definitely a source of national 

pride that we are the Undisputed World Cham-

pions of drinking. We're kind of a big deal. We 

don't need the added stimulation of beer pong 

like those Americans to enjoy getting locked. 

and we don't do it with the grim inevitablity 

of life-long alcohol addiction like some of 

our Eastern European cousins, we just get on 

with it and handle our booze like the legend-

ary bastards we are. It's just our thing. We're 

deadly at it.  

So what's it like when you're Irish but don't 

take pride in this rep.? What's it like, in fact, 

when you are Irish and don't drink alcohol at 

all? Well, firstly, there's a lot of us. Appar-

ently, 1 in 5 Irish people are non-drinkers, a 

figure that is presumably influenced a lot by 

religious beliefs but also kind of shoots to 

pieces the view that we're all drunken mes-

sers. We have tonnes of sober messers also. 

So, what's the story, then, with regard to Irish 

Hardcore? Well, straight up... yeah, by and 

large, we can (and do) drink with the best of 

them. Truth be told, I don't think I've ever 

been at a Hollow Truth, Frustration or Spittin 

Teeth gig without there being at least some 

Buckfast-induced chicanery going down in the 

pit or, equally as regularly, on the stage. It's 

part of the show to see how many bottles of 

beer Stronghold can polish off and still 

smash out a set that makes you want to kick 

your mates in the face. And it's equally fun 

to see if Left To Die's vocalist Scooter can 

finish off one bottle of Bucky before turning 

into the junkie-hating lunatic we know and 

love.  

So where does that leave The Straight Edge 

in Irish Hardcore? I think it leaves it in an 

awesome spot. No-one has ever come up to me 

at any hardcore show I've been to in Dublin 

(and I've been to a fuckload) and disrespected 

my choice not to drink, smoke or do drugs. It's 

never happened. This attitude of tolerance is 

mirrored by Straight Edge people at shows to-

wards others, something that leaves us in 

quite a unique spot: We don't have a smaller 

Straight Edge scene within the Irish Hardcore 

scene. No dramatic bullshit here, thanks. 

I've heard American and UK Edge bands talk 

about their Straight Edge support group or 

scene at home and actually feel sorry for 

them because they' cut themselves off from 

good people over stupid issues. We're Irish. We 

drink and we're proud of how we do it or we 

don't drink and we're proud of that fact. Then 

we get over ourselves and just have a good 

time at a hardcore show.  

Dexter Blanc (DRSE CREW) 



With the era of bang coming to an end this weekend at animal fest in Dublin, 

chris sums up the last couple of years in the band! 

I'm Chris and I sing in Bang Bros coming straight off the mean-ish streets of 

Dublin city. Ciaran asked me to write something up about what we are about. 

I don't know if I'll get any facts right but here goes. Some names have 

been changed.  

hardcore has always been a great place for THE exchange of ideas and 

spreading awareness of things like veganism, anti fascism and the greatest 

message of all, the word of THE STRAIGHT EDGE. I support those things, but 

I also thinK hardcore should be about fun, and I think that's what we were/

are all about. Just look at our name. Taking inspiration(read:riffs) FROM 

bands like Mental and Justice via New York. 

 we hung out and put the demo together. We never really had a message in 

our songs (except about the staples of people who suck and shitty scenes), 

we were just about good times and playing something you could get freaky 

to. We've played some stupid good shows. On the back of a truck in the 

middle of a town square in Denmark with Terror and Flee Burn's kitchen at 

Life After Death Fest to name two highlights.  

For a band that started out as a joke on a local message board we man-

aged to put out a 7", countless versions of a split with Wardogs and a demo 

in America. I've been playing in bands for the best part of 14 years and 

That's more than I ever thought I would get the chance to do.  

We are playing a sort of last show next week at Animal Fest in Dublin. The 

other guys have busy schedules with other bands and I've become more and 

more dependent on class A substances so we're doing a Floorpunch and tak-

ing a break for a while - Well, until next year when we find more Bromones 

shirt that we need to shift. See you AT Life And Death 2014. Bring a nazi so 

we can kick the shit out of them. Fast times at the Dublin shore — Chris  

 

See: http://bangbros.bandcamp.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

We are a New Dublin hardcore band formed in December 2013.  Final 

Straw is a fun side-project and features members of our crossover 

thrash band HOLLOW TRUTH and power-violence band obstacle. We play 

a style of stripped-down heavy metallic hardcore similar to bands 

such as Cruel Hand, Guns Up!, Blacklisted, etc. we put together a 4-

track EP since beginning to practice in January of this year and then 

recorded in summer 2014 with Shaun Cadogan in Dublin where he han-

dled all of the recording, mixing and mastering. Colin who plays bass 

in Northern Irish band AXECATCHER features on the last track ‘The 

Fruits of Sin’ doing guest vocals and he sounds like a beast so 

check that shit. We will have our EP “a grave mistake” out for re-

lease soon via tape on Dead End Records, and plan to keep on writ-

ing material and playing local shows and having the craic throughout 

the remainder of the year. For now download it on our bandcamp for 

free! 

   BY KARL LOMBARD, SEE: http://finalstrawhc.bandcamp.com/ 



        WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/NOBIGGIEBOYS 

No biggie are a hardcore band from Dublin. 

Our set is about 10 minutes long and has 

four songs. We have been writing every 

week and playing shows as much as we 

can. Our first show was in our guitarist’s 

house, it was pretty awesome. Hopefully 

soon we will have more to say about our 

band, but until then here is an excerpt 

from Allen Ginsberg’s epic poem Howl (with 

some No Biggie subliminal messaging.) 

 

Howl (The First Few Lines) 

Allen Ginsberg (Ft. No Biggie), 1926 – 1997 - 2014 

For Carl Solomon (and Karl Lombard) 

 

I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed 
by no biggie, starving hysterical no biggie, 

dragging themselves through the no biggie 
streets at dawn looking for an angry 

fix, 

angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient 
heavenly connection to the  

starry dynamo in the machinery of no biggie, 

who poverty and tatters and hollow (truth)-eyed 
and high sat up smoking in the no biggie darkness 
of cold-water flats floating across the tops of 
cities contemplating no biggie, 

who bared their brains to no biggie under the El 
and saw Mohammedan angels 

staggering on tenement roofs illuminated, 

who passed through no biggie with radiant cool 
eyes hallucinating Arkansas and Blake-light trag-
edy among the scholars of war, 

who were expelled from the academies for crazy 
& publishing obscene odes on the windows of the 
no biggie, 

who cowered in unshaven rooms in underwear, 
burning their money in wastebaskets and listening 
to the no biggie through the wall, 

who got busted in their pubic beards returning 
through Laredo with a belt  

of marijuana for no biggie, 

who ate fire in paint hotels or drank turpentine 
in no biggie Alley, death, or 

purgatoried their torsos night after night 

with dreams, with drugs, with waking nightmares, 
no biggie and cock and endless balls, 

incomparable blind streets of no biggie cloud and 
lightning in the mind leaping toward poles of no 
biggie & Paterson, illuminating all the motionless 
world of Time between 

WORDS BY PHILIP DALTON 
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